
GREGORY MARTIN 

STORIES FOR BOYS 
In his memoir STORIES FOR BOYS, Gregory Martin struggles to reconcile the father he thought he knew with a man who has 
just survived a suicide attempt; a man who had been having anonymous affairs with men throughout his thirty-nine years of 
marriage; and who now must begin his life as a gay man.  

At a tipping point in our national conversation about gender and sexuality, rights and acceptance, STORIES FOR BOYS is 
about a father and a son finding a way to build a new relationship with one another after years of suppression and denial 
are given air and light. 

Martin’s memoir is quirky and compelling with its amateur photos and grab-bag social science and literary analyses. 
Gregory Martin explores the impact his father’s lifelong secrets have upon his life now as a husband and father of two young 
boys with humor and bracing candor. STORIES FOR BOYS is resonant with conflicting emotions and the complexities of 
family sympathy, and asks the questions:  

How well do we know the people that we think we know the best?  
And how much do we have to know in order to keep loving them? 

 

 

Gregory Martin's work has appeared in  

The Sun, The Kenyon Review Online, Creative 
Nonfiction, Storyquarterly, The Writer, Witness,  
and elsewhere. 

  
STORIES FOR BOYS was named  

a Discover Great New Writers selection by  
Barnes & Noble for Holiday 2012.  
Martin's first book, MOUNTAIN CITY, received a 
Washington State Book Award,  
was named a New York Times Notable Book. 

  
He is an Associate Professor of English  

at the University of New Mexico and serves as 
Director of UNM’s Combined BA/MD Degree 
Program.  He lives in Albuquerque  
with his wife and two sons.  

STORIES FOR BOYS is a magnetic meditation on what 
happens when a decades-long lie is brutally revealed. 

Moving, brave, and unforgettable, this deeply 
personal book pushes us all further into the light.   

Cheryl Strayed, author of Wild 
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